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Melainah report on Pele volcanic eruption 12-20-2020:
In Hawaii, we would say Mahalo Ke Akua, and that means thank you to the All That Is.
Speaking of Hawaii, as many of you may know, to make this day even more auspicious,
Pele, the goddess of Fire, who went into her slumber mode on August 4 of 2018, roared
back to life last night. So, it’s another indication of just the tremendous amount of
Energy that is coming in. And so never doubt that Mother Nature knows exactly what is
going on. This is a photo that was taken from the caldera last night. Everything is
contained inside the caldera. And at one point, the fountain actually went up 165 feet.
So, just a magnificent display. So, the Fire Element is alive and well. Pele–she’s back!!!!!
Melainah and our Personal Pillars of Light:
Well, we have a lot to take care of in these next two sessions, so let us begin.
So, everybody, just get themselves comfortable…..
Take a deep breath….. And here we go…….
So, the Light Scroll that we received during our Graduation was, of course, a massive
Holographic Light Template. And, as you are aware, it contains all the Master Codes
that have been given to us over the past five years, the Energetic Signature of all the
Beings of Light who have been working with us, the Sacred Name of the All That Is:
Yod Heh Vav Heh, and your Prime Directive.
The Light Scroll Template, itself, was infused with a gossamer Light Filament that
created a chain of numerous refined geometries and patterns. And we will learn more
about these at a future time. So, over the past two weeks, we have begun integrating
these refined frequencies and will continue the process of integration over the
upcoming months.
So, as we begin tonight’s process,
pull your Energetic and Auric Field closer in around you – to about 12 to 18 inches…..
Now, allow yourself to be in your Sacred Heart, in the Center of your Being……
Visualize your Light Scroll in its rolled configuration
and see the brilliant Light that it holds……
From your Sacred Heart Center, expand the Light Scroll fully into your 2 nd Triad………
And as you’re doing this, this Light Column is also expanding in diameter……
to the edge of your Auric Field that you have just brought in……………
Now, just allow the upper part of your body to be filled with these Light frequencies…..
and into your 3rd Triad……….
and continue up into your 4th Triad and slightly beyond…………
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[4:53] Now, return your awareness back to your Center…….
And let’s bring the Light Scroll down into your 1st Triad…….
bringing it through your Lower Body, into your legs and feet……….
Continue into your Earth Star…………
Next, into the Soul Star of the Planet……….
With the assistance of Mother Earth, allow the Light Template to flow into
all the Inner Earth Communities at all levels:
The Telosians…..
The Lemurians…..
The Andarians…..
The Luminaries…..
Now, continue all the way to the Christed Matrix at the Core of the Planet………….
[Pause]
Once again, return your awareness to the Center of your Being.
So you have just now constructed your Personal Pillar of Light…
Allow your Pillar of Light to begin to spin very slowly and gently, in a clockwise direction.
This is the entire Field from the Center of the Earth through your 4th Triad…….
In our Light Conference, we received the last Iteration of the Unified 6th&7th
Dimensional Light Templates that we now hold within our bodies and Unified Fields.
Allow the Magnetics of the 6th&7th Dimensional Light Templates, with the Magnetics
that were contained in your Light Scroll, to stabilize this Pillar of Light…….
As this occurs, it will create Equilibrium in your newly formed Unified Field…
Breathe into this dynamic Field of Light…….
You are beginning the transformation of changing the density of your body
into this Light Pillar…
This is not separate from you. This is the Wholeness of you in Human form…….
[Pause]
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[9:40] Now, take another breath, and become very quiet within your Center…..
As you do, can you feel or hear your heartbeat?.....
If you do not, place your hand on your Heart or the pulse point on your neck or wrist
to find it…..
This Pillar of Light is infused with all the many Codes and Energetics we have spoken of.
It also contains your Prime Directive.
With your attention, see your Prime Directive light up in your Pillar of Light…….
Allow the rhythm of your heartbeat to find coherency with your Prime Directive
as it is held in your Pillar of Light…….
With your conscious intention and the rhythm of your physical Heart,
you will now be radiating your Prime Directive, that was given to you by Source,
with each and every heartbeat,
with every breath,
for as long as you remain in this physical body…….
Be the Radiance of all that you now know yourself to be…….
We will take a moment or two to acclimate,
as much has just occurred in the entirety of you…..
And then Metatron will join us……………..
[Pause]

